“I cannot sing enough praise for Lisa's transformation of my closet.
This project was so much fun and very satisfying! I have cleaned out
my closet many times in the past -- but having an expert on hand to
assist me with this daunting task took it to a whole new level -- and
one I would never have gotten to on my own.
Not only did Lisa help me discard a bunch of old clothing, but she
helped me piece together outfits around items I will keep and now
actually wear, instead of just hanging in my closet gathering dust.
My professional clothing is unique because I work with animals every
day and that clothing just gets trashed. My work clothes and weekend
clothes almost require separate closets, but I now have an entire
“work section” that is no longer just a bunch of ripped jeans and used
t-shirts I was given at various events.
Lisa made it possible for me to maybe even look cute on the job! For
instance, she convinced me not to be so “precious” about my nonwork clothes, so I can feel good about how I look even while working
in a dirty profession.
I couldn't be more impressed with her ability to make a very intimate
project feel super comfortable -- trying on clothing, making piles
(donate, discard and moving items from what I used to consider “too
good for work” clothes to my new “up your game” work section),
creating a shopping list of items to complete my look/outfits,
categorizing my clothes and literally finding shoes I forgot I had
because they were stuffed in the way back of my closet behind
hanging clothes.

I REALLY HAD SO MUCH FUN. The 3+ hours Lisa spent with me
going through every piece of clothing I own was way more than just a
closet clean-out -- it was a therapy session!
Feeling good about how I look in the morning really does affect my
outlook for the whole day -- I didn't realize this until Lisa came over
and inspired me to “up my game” on a daily basis.
Don't do this alone -- hire Lisa!” ~ Professional Puppy Trainer

